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EVS: Veg trade
must charm
consumers
New event European Vegetable
Strategies offers wealth of ideas on how
to harness products' commercial
potential
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Among the conference's other major
conclusions,

speakers

and

delegates

identified a need to back up marketing and
communications with the introduction of
better new varieties, backed by solid
research that place a focus on taste rather
than aesthetics.
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According to Filip Fontaine, general

Delegates were also reminded that
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mainstream market trends would not

and veg market. Also, they don't promote;

produce auction in Belgium, one new
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it's a smooth sales line and it's easy to keep

vegetable product is introduced every

opportunities for growth, particularly in

product in stock without the ups and

fortnight, suggesting producers and

the context of developments at the fringes

downs of promotions. But you have to be

marketers are looking to shake up the
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"In the UK, Aldi and Lidl over-trade on

Garner also sounded a note of warning to

vegetables, and that's also true for

any retailer tempted to reduce pack sizes in

Sainsbury's, as well as Waitrose at the

reaction to a rise in vegetable prices.

market with innovative new lines.
On trend
Other key trends identified during the
course of the event were an expanding
market for convenience products, a rising
volume of product being sold via internet
grocery channels and the increasing

premium end of the market," noted Ed
Garner, communications director of
analyst Kantar WorldPanel. "This is a really
good piece of news for veg suppliers given
their overall growth."

demand among European consumers for

"This a situation of real danger for
vegetables. The potato market was up 15
per cent in the year to 2 February 2014, but
as prices went up retailers started to reduce
the pack size, so the volume overall sold

local vegetables, with AMI's deputy

He added: "Discounters have gone from

managing director Hans-Christoph Behr

selling cheap stuff to selling quality stuff

observing that Germany was now starting

cheap. Aldi's trading in fruit and veg is 21

to produce sweet peppers in glasshouses of

per cent bigger than you would expect

its own and compete with imported

from looking at its average share of the

product.

total grocery market.

was down.
"This is also happening in veg. When prices
come down, you have to get the pack size
back up or the market is in trouble."
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